Case Report

An Unusual Case of Progressive Multifocal Leukoencephalopathy in an Immunocompetent Patient Masquerading as a Stroke
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Abstract: Background: Progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy is a fatal demyelinating condition due to reactivation of latent JC virus in cerebral white matter. Its prevalence is 1 in 200,000 and extremely rare in immunocompetent individuals. It can mimic subacute stroke, brain tumours and other demyelinating conditions which have different outcomes. PML typically occurs in an immunocompromised patient, where the archetype JC virus gains pathogenic potential and initiate oligodendrogial inflammation. Currently, the immune reconstitution is considered as the treatment of choice; however, paradoxical worsening with IRIS PML is a significant challenge. There is limited evidence available on how to manage PML in immune competent patients. Direct antiviral agents have no convincing evidence to-date. There is anecdotal evidence that IL-2, filgrastim, and vaccination may be helpful. Case presentation: A 74-year-old man presented with right-sided weakness and dysphasia. He was initially managed as having subacute stroke based on imaging and clinical findings. He subsequently deteriorated, triggering to revisit of the original diagnosis and repeat imaging. He underwent extensive workup, including lumbar puncture and JC viral testing. He was initially managed as having subacute stroke based on imaging and clinical findings. He subsequently deteriorated, triggering to revisit of the original diagnosis and repeat imaging. He underwent extensive workup, including lumbar puncture and JC viral testing. He was commenced on Mirtazapine to prevent JC viral spread; however, he later passed away. A subsequent post-mortem brain biopsy confirmed the progressive leukoencephalopathy. Conclusion: Even though extremely rare, progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy should be considered in the differential diagnosis of progressive neurological conditions. It is essential to rule out other treatable conditions as progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy has a fatal outcome invariably.
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1. Introduction

Progressive Multifocal Leukoencephalopathy (PML) is a severe demyelinating disease of the central nervous system due to reactivation of polyomavirus called John Cunningham (JCV) virus [1]. Even though PML was described early as 1952 by Åström and colleagues, the actual causative agent was identified as the JCV in a Hodgkin disease patient’s brain in 1972 [2]. It causes lytic infection of oligodendrocytes. Typical clinical findings of PML are similar to a stroke, but PML is usually progressive and fatal. Almost always, PML occurs in immunocompromised patients. PML occurs in an immunocompetent patient is extremely rare [3].

2. Case Presentation

A 74-year-old gentleman presented with a history of fall to the emergency department. He presented with a history of
progressive right-sided weakness and worsening expressive dysphasia. He did not have any fever, chronic headache, visual disturbances, delirium or seizures. Even though he had hypertension, he did not take any medications for a couple of years, and his blood pressure was well controlled. He is a retired furniture mover. He is a non-smoker and took alcohol occasionally. He did not use illicit drugs. On examination, he had an average body built and oriented to time, place and person. He was hemodynamically stable without any abnormal pulse or murmur. His respiratory and abdominal examinations were unremarkable. Nervous system examination revealed expressive dysphasia. Cranial nerves and cerebellar examinations were normal. Motor examination showed right side MRC scale four weaknesses with marginally increased tone and reduced sensation. Reflexes were equal bilaterally, and plantar reflexes showed a withdrawal response.

His blood investigations include complete blood count, renal functions, and electrolytes, did not show any significant abnormality. Serum Alanine Transaminase was 115U/L, Aspartate transaminase was 115U/L, Alkaline phosphatase was 340 U/L, and gamma-glutamyl transferase was 370 U/L. His total serum bilirubin was 34micromol/L, with conjugated bilirubin was 14micromol/L. He had head Computed tomography (CT) and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), which showed a large volume established infarct in the left centrum semiovale in keeping with early infarction changes.

Autopsy examination of the brain revealed multifocal areas of degeneration of the white matter, with the largest site being present in the left hemisphere’s centrum semiovale. Areas of degeneration were associated with softening and grey discoloration of the white matter with a granular texture to the cut surface. Histologic examination revealed demyelination associated with oligodendroglia, showing the typical amphiphilic ‘ground-glass’ intranuclear viral inclusions (see figure 1). There were associated reactive astrocytes, including large, bizarre forms specific to PML (see figure 2). Lesions were widespread throughout the cerebrum, brainstem and cerebellum. Nucleic acid amplification on autopsy brain tissue confirmed the JC virus’s presence and coincidentally, human herpesvirus 6 (HHV6).

Figure 1. Cowdry B like viral inclusion in Oligodendrocytes.

Figure 2. Foamy macrophages.

3. Discussion

JCV is prevalent in 50-90% of healthy adults, and around 85% of the population has antibodies to the JC virus. JCV is an ancient virus co-evolved with humans, and primary infection happens in early childhood via person to person, typically through parents. Once primary infection occurs, the JC virus remains latent in the kidney and lymphoid organs [4, 5]. It usually reactivates when there is profound cellular immune suppression. The dormant archetype JCV acquires pathogenic potential via NCCR genetic rearrangement and becomes a prototype, a neuropathogenic variant responsible for PML [6]. It is still unclear whether the dormant JCV in the brain causes the PML or circulating CD34 B cells containing prototype JCV causes PML [7]. JCV binds to both serotoninergic 5-HT2A receptors.
and N-linked glycoprotein, enabling its cellular entry [8].

PML is well reported in association with immuno-compromised diseases like AIDS, hematological malignancies, organ transplant recipients and patients using newer immunomodulating agents like natalizumab and rituximab [9, 10, 11]. PML also reported in the immune reconstitution setting as IRIS PML in HART treatment in HIV patients and with Natalizumab in MS patients [12, 13]. There are only a few case reports of PML patients without definitive immunosuppression in the literature [3, 14].

The demyelination, which is the cardinal feature of PML, is typically a multifocal process. The white matter of the brain is affected, and usually, lesions are one millimeter to several centimeters in size. The typical histological findings in PML are multifocal demyelination, enlarged bizarre astrocytes with lobulated hyperchromatic nuclei and hyperchromatic enlarged oligodendroglial nuclei [15, 16].

Clinically PML might present with motor weakness, gait abnormality, incoordination, visual field problems, language disturbances, behavioral, cognitive problem or seizure. PML never involves the peripheral nervous system. Our patient presented with motor weakness and speech abnormality.

The characteristic CT appearance of PML is white matter hypodense lesions without mass effect and rarely contrast enhancement. But MRI of the brain is more sensitive than CT studies. MRI shows hyperintense lesions on T2-weighted fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) images in the affected regions. [17]. The JC virus’s demonstration by PCR in CSF is highly sensitive and specific for PML [8]. Diagnosis of PML is not straightforward because multiple sclerosis, central nervous system vasculitis, brain malignancy, varicella-zoster leukoencephalitis, acute disseminated encephalomyelitis and posterior reversible encephalopathy (PRES) may mimic clinically and radiographically. Also, JC virus viremia can occur in healthy people, and CSF contamination might result in positive CSF results. A negative PCR in CSF does not rule out PML. Therefore, CSF finding with appropriate clinical and imaging features needs to be present to diagnose PML. Brain biopsy is required to confirm the diagnosis [18]. Our patient fulfilled all the features, including the autopsy features.

There is limited data on direct viral suppression or limiting viral spreading with current medications. These includes, cytarabine [19], cidofovir [20], mefloquine [21], topotecan [22] and mirtazapine [23]. The most widely used strategy now is immune reconstitution. There are anecdotal reports on the use of IL-2 [24], Filgrastim [25] and active vaccination [26]. The most recent trials looked at the use of immune checkpoint, which targets programmed cell death protein 1 (PD1) inhibitors which had promising results [27].

HHV-6 is a ubiquitous herpes virus responsible for roseola in young children. The virus is neurotropic and can be reactivated with immune suppression and causes encephalitis. The involvement of HHV-6 in the demyelination process of PML with the JC virus as a co-agent remains unclear [28-30].

Unusually, our patient did not show any evidence of immunosuppression, even with extensive investigations. But it might be possible that transient immunosuppression might have played a role in the virus's reactivation in our patient. This case illustrates the importance of considering rare diseases with atypical features when there is a diagnostic challenge.

4. Conclusion

PML is often an under-diagnosed or misdiagnosed neurological condition which has a fatal outcome. It can mimic many other neurological conditions clinically and radiologically. A high index of suspicions and awareness of this rare condition is critical in inpatient care in terms of mortality, morbidity and medico-legal perspective. Diagnosis of PML is based on MRI and CSF JC viral detection; however, definitive diagnosis needs brain biopsy and post-mortem studies. Once confirmed, the diagnosis, the medical management with immune reconstitution is the most effective therapeutic option. Unfortunately, immune reconstitution has the potential drawback of inducing paradoxical IRIS PML. There is some evidence that mirtazapine, a commonly used antidepressant, may reduce the local viral spread. The recent work on checkpoint inhibitors and adoptive immunotherapy will bring therapeutic agents in future [31].
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